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Abstract. We consider arbitrary orderings of the edges entering each vertex of the

(downward directed) Pascal graph. Each ordering determines an adic (Bratteli-Vershik)

system, with a transformation that is defined on most of the space of infinite paths that

begin at the root. We prove that for every ordering the coding of orbits according to

the partition of the path space determined by the first three edges is essentially faithful,

meaning that it is one-to-one on a set of paths that has full measure for every fully

supported invariant probability measure. We also show that for every k the subshift that

arises from coding orbits according to the first k edges is topologically weakly mixing.

We give a necessary and sufficient condition for any adic system to be topologically

conjugate to an odometer and use this condition to determine the probability that a

random order on a fixed diagram, or a diagram constructed at random in some way, is

topologically conjugate to an odometer. We also show that the closure of the union over

all orderings of the subshifts arising from codings of the Pascal adic by the first edge has

superpolynomial complexity, is not topologically transitive, and has no periodic points

besides the two fixed points, while the intersection over all orderings consists of just four

orbits.

1. Introduction

Adic, or Bratteli-Vershik (BV), systems represent all measure-preserving systems on

nonatomic probability spaces and all minimal systems on the Cantor set. They provide

a convenient combinatorial description of the construction of systems by the cutting and

stacking method, present tail fields of stochastic processes as the fields of adic-invariant sets,

facilitate the study of measure-preserving and topological orbit equivalence, and present im-

portant and interesting particular systems for detailed study. We refer to the introductions

of the papers in our references list and the survey [7] for background and further details.

For adic systems, invariant measures and orbit equivalence depend only on the graph-

theoretic structure of the underlying diagram and are independent of the orders assigned to

the edges entering each vertex, which determine the adic transformation; further dynamical
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properties, such as the spectrum, isomorphism, or joinings, do depend on the particular or-

dering. Some recent work has investigated how the orderings assigned to the edges can affect

the sets of maximal and minimal paths. Bezuglyi, Kwiatkowski, and Yassawi [4] studied ar-

bitrary reorderings of adic systems to determine which ones—the “perfect” orderings—allow

the adic transformation to be defined as a homeomorphism. They showed that when order-

ings of a diagram of finite rank r are chosen uniformly at random, there is a J ∈ {1, . . . , r}
such that almost every ordering has J maximal and J minimal paths. Medynets [21] gave an

example of a diagram for which no ordering is perfect; see [4] for generalizations. Bezuglyi

and Yassawi [5] pursue this question beyond the finite rank case and give necessary and

sufficient conditions for a diagram to admit a perfect ordering. Janssen, Quas, and Yassawi

[18] produce a class of systems for which J =∞ and almost every ordering is imperfect.

It is important to determine when coding the orbits of paths according to the natural

partition into cylinder sets determined by the first k edges produces an essentially faithful

representation of the system as a subshift on a finite alphabet; for then traditional methods of

symbolic dynamics can be applied, and, even if the adic transformation cannot be defined as

a homeomorphism, nevertheless the corresponding subshift can be studied as a legitimate

dynamical system. By “essentialy faithful” we mean that the coding map is one-to-one

except on a set of paths that has measure zero for each fully supported adic-invariant

probability measure on the system. This property was proved for the Pascal adic with a

particular edge ordering (namely one that is lexicographical from left to right at each vertex)

in [23] and for a wider class of systems in [11]. On the other hand, Downarowicz and Maass [6]

(see also [17]) showed that each minimal finite topological rank adic system, namely one that

can be represented up to topological conjugacy by an adic system with a bounded number

of vertices on each level, with unique maximal and minimal paths, and having all orbits

dense, either has a faithful coding by the first k edges for some k or else is topologically

conjugate to an odometer. This result may be regarded as a generalization of previous

work (see [8, 10, 16, 20]) on the relations among stationary adic systems, substitutions, and

odometers. It was extended to aperiodic Cantor minimal systems in [2].

So far we have been lacking useful tests for when a general adic system allows an es-

sentially faithful representation as a subshift or when it is topologically conjugate to an

odometer. Here we show (Theorem 3.6) that for the Pascal system every edge ordering

allows essentially faithful coding by the first three edges. Further, extending the ideas in

[22, 23], we show that for every ordering the subshift defined by the coding is topologically

weakly mixing (Theorem 4.2). We find this somewhat surprising, since the existence of

eigenfunctions is highly sensitive to timing. We also establish a necessary and sufficient

condition for an adic system of a fairly general kind to be topologically conjugate to an

odometer (Theorem 5.3). (Previously, sufficient conditions were known for systems with a
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bounded number of vertices per level [4, 8]. A similar condition has been given indepen-

dently by Durand and Yassawi [9], and a necessary condition was mentioned in [13].) We

use this condition to determine the probability that a random order on a fixed diagram, or

an ordered diagram constructed at random in a certain sense, is topologically conjugate to

an odometer (Examples 5.5 and 5.6). We also study the subshift that is the closure of the

union of the subshifts determined by the Pascal adic with all possible orderings: we estimate

its complexity, prove that it is not topologically transitive, and show that its only periodic

points are the two fixed points. On the other hand, the intersection over all orderings con-

sists of just four orbits. The final section presents examples and further observations related

to the questions under discussion.

2. The Pascal system

In this section we fix notation and terminology for the Pascal adic system. Similar

concepts apply also to other adic systems.

Let P denote the Pascal graph, which is a directed graph with countably many vertices

arranged into levels. The set of vertices is V = {(x, y) : x, y ∈ Z≥0}. The set E of directed

edges consists of edges from (x, y) to (x+ 1, y) and (x, y + 1) for each (x, y) ∈ V . The level

of a vertex (x, y) is n = x+ y. For each n ≥ 0 let

(1) Vn = {(x, y) : x+ y = n}

denote the set of vertices at level n, and, for n ≥ 1, En denote the set of edges with source

in Vn−1 and range in Vn.

We specify an ordering of the incoming edges to all vertices other than (0, 0) by a function

ξ : V → {0, 1}: for x, y > 0, the edge from (x − 1, y) to (x, y) is defined to be less than

the edge from (x, y − 1) to (x, y) if and only if ξ(x, y) = 1. As usual with adic systems,

each such ordering determines a partial order on the set X of infinite directed paths on P ,

viewed as sequences of adjacent edges, that begin at the root, (0, 0). Paths (γk) and (ηk) are

comparable if they eventually coincide: there is an N such that γk = ηk for all k > N . If n is

the smallest such N , then γ < η if and only if γn < ηn. Then the adic transformation Tξ is

defined on the complement of the set Xξ,max of paths that consist entirely of maximal edges

by letting Tξγ equal the smallest path η that is larger than γ. Similarly, T−1ξ is defined on

the complement of the set Xξ,min of paths that consist entirely of minimal edges. Edges

connecting “boundary vertices”, i.e. from (x, 0) to (x + 1, 0) and from (0, y) to (0, y + 1),

are both maximal and minimal. Define γ−∞ to be the path down the left boundary of

the diagram and γ∞ to be the path down the right boundary. The ordinary Pascal adic

system is determined by the ordering ξ ≡ 0. When we are working with a fixed ordering,
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the subscript ξ can be omitted. Denote by X ′ξ the union of the orbits under Tξ of all path in

Xξ,min ∪Xξ,max. Sometimes Tξ can be extended to a map from (part of) Xξ,max to Xξ,min.

For each k ≥ 1 we consider the partition Pk of X into the cylinder sets

(2) Cyl(a1, . . . , ak) = {γ ∈ X : γi = ai, i = 1, . . . , k}

defined by specifying the first k edges ai, i = 1, . . . , k.

These are clopen sets that generate the topology of X. For each k there are 2k cylinder

sets of level k. The elements of Pk may be regarded as symbols and identified with the sets

Cyl(a1, . . . , ak), the strings a1 . . . ak, or the corresponding initial paths of length k.

The set PZ
k of two-sided infinite sequences with entries from Pk is a compact metric

space with distance d(ω, ω′) = 1/(2min{|m|:ωm 6=ω′m}).

For a fixed ordering ξ, each path γ ∈ X has a k-coding ωk(γ) ∈PZ
k given by ωk(γ)n = C

if and only if Tnξ γ ∈ C ∈Pk. Paths in X ′ξ have only 1-sided codings. We write ω ∈PZ
k as

ω = . . . C−2C−1.C0C1 . . . . The subshift (Σk, σ) consists of the set Σk ⊂PZ
k of all sequences

each of whose finite subblocks can be found in ωk(γ) for some γ ∈ X, together with the

shift transformation σ defined by (σω)n = ωn+1. Σk is the closure of the set of all (2-sided)

k-codings of all paths in X \X ′ξ. There are natural factor maps from (Σk, σ) to (Σl, σ) for

each l < k.

We say the k-coding is faithful if ωk(γ) 6= ωk(γ′) whenever γ 6= γ′. A system for which

the adic transformation can be defined as a homeomorphism is expansive if and only if there

is a k such that the k-coding is faithful.

The fully supported nonatomic adic-invariant ergodic probability measures on the path

space X are a one-parameter family {µα : 0 < α < 1}. Each edge from (x, y − 1) to (x, y)

is assigned weight α, and each edge from (x − 1, y) to (x, y) is assigned weight 1 − α. The

measure of a cylinder set Cyl(a1, . . . , ak) as above is then the product of the weights on the

edges that define the cylinder set. For a fixed vertex v, all cylinder sets determined by paths

from (0, 0) to v then have the same measure (see [23]). Changing the ordering of the edges

just changes the order in which paths, or cylinder sets, are mapped to one another and does

not change the set of fully supported adic-invariant ergodic probability measures.

See [3] for a result, in a completely different context, related to the following.

Proposition 2.1. For each ordering ξ of the Pascal graph and each fully supported adic-

invariant probability measure µα, the set X ′ξ = O(Xξ,min ∪Xξ,max) has measure 0.
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Proof. Let s = max{α, 1 − α}. For each vertex v ∈ V there is a unique (finite) reverse

path from v to the root (0, 0) that follows only minimal edges. (The corresponding cylinder

set, which we denote by Cmin(v), corresponds to the base of a column in the cutting and

stacking representation of the system.) If v is at level n, then µα(Cmin(v)) ≤ sn. Thus

(3) µα

( ⋃
v∈Vn

Cmin(v)

)
≤ (n+ 1)sn.

Since each infinite path that follows only minimal edges is in the decreasing intersection of

the sets (∪v∈Vn
Cmin(v)), the set of minimal paths has µα measure 0. Similarly, the set of

maximal paths has measure 0, so X ′ξ is the countable union of sets of measure 0. �

We assign basic blocks Bξ(x, y) on the alphabet A = {a, b} to the vertices (x, y) of P as

follows. The vertices (i, 0), for all i ≥ 1, are assigned the block a; the vertices (0, j), for all

j ≥ 1, are assigned the block b; and each vertex (x, y) for which both x and y are at least

1 is assigned the block Bξ(x, y − 1)Bξ(x− 1, y) if ξ(x, y) = 0, and Bξ(x− 1, y)Bξ(x, y − 1)

if ξ(x, y) = 1. If one of x, y is −1, define Bξ(x, y) to be the empty block, and then this

concatenation formula holds for all x, y ≥ 0. We say that n = x + y is the level of the

basic block Bξ(x, y). The basic block Bξ(x, y) is the initial block of length |Bξ(x, y)| of

the 1-coding of the minimal path from (0, 0) to (x, y). For x, y > 0, the number of a’s in

Bξ(x, y) is given by the binomial coefficient C(x + y − 1, x − 1), and the number of b’s by

C(x+ y − 1, y − 1). If we are dealing with a fixed ordering, the subscript ξ can be omitted.

For each k ≥ 1 basic blocks Bkξ (x, y) on the symbols of Pk of the k-coding are defined

in a similar way. We retain the meaning of the coordinates x and y—the diagram is not

telescoped. When x + y = k, for each m = 0, 1, . . . , k there are C(k,m) paths from the

root to the vertex at (k −m,m). Since they are linearly ordered by ξ, we may label them

in order as P 1
k,m, . . . , P

C(k,m)
k,m . These labels P sk,m, for all m and s, may be taken as the

2k symbols of the alphabet Pk. For each m = 0, 1, . . . , k the basic block at the vertex

(k−m,m) is P 1
k,m . . . P

C(k,m)
k,m . To form the basic blocks at each level n > k, the level n− 1

basic blocks are concatenated according to the ordering ξ, as above (with Bkξ (x, y) being

the empty block if one of x, y is −1). There are always two level-n basic blocks that have

length 1. Note that while for k > 1, the corresponding alphabet for Σk is not {a, b}, we can

still talk about counts of a’s and b’s associated to Bkξ (x, y) by considering the factor map

Σk → Σ1. Not only does each basic block Bkξ (x, y) determine the vertex (x, y), but also the

k-symbol counts in Bkξ (x, y) determine (x, y). Note that for all x, y B1
ξ (x, y) = Bξ(x, y) as

defined in the preceding paragraph.
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3. The Pascal system with any ordering is essentially expansive

For any k and any path γ in an arbitrary adic system, due to the structure of the diagram

the k-coding of the orbit of γ has a natural hierarchical structure of factorings for each n ≥ k
into level-n basic blocks Bkξ (x, y) with x+ y = n. This is evident for substitution subshifts

and is especially simple (periodic) for odometers. When an iterate of γ under T enters the

cylinder determined by a minimal path from the root to a vertex v at level n, the k-coding

at that instant begins an occurrence of a level-n basic block. (In the cutting and stacking

version, the orbit of γ enters the base of a column and proceeds up the column.) In the

following we continue to focus on the Pascal graph.

Fix an ordering ξ of the Pascal graph P , a coding length k ≥ 1, and a sequence ωk ∈PZ
k .

For each n ≥ k the basic blocks of level n are distinct (since, after applying the factor map

Σk → Σ1 in case k > 1, each block has a different count of a and b as described in the

previous section), and thus for fixed n = x+y, Bkξ (x, y) determines the vertex (x, y) of P to

which it is associated. We are interested in hierarchical factorings of sequences ωk ∈ Σk into

concatenations of basic blocks so that the factorizations are consistent across levels, respect

the ordering ξ, and are nontrivial. This idea is made precise in the following definition.

Definition 3.1. Given ωk ∈ Σk, a ξ-consistent factoring scheme for ωk (more briefly, a fac-

toring scheme, or scheme) is a sequence of factorings of ωk into basic blocks of level n for each

n ≥ k as follows. For each n ≥ k, ωk is written as a concatenation . . .Wn,−1Wn,0Wn,1Wn,2 . . .

of blocks Wn,i, in such a way that

(1) each Wn,i is a basic block Bkξ (xn,i, yn,i) of level n with respect to ξ;

(2) there is a function j : N×Z→ Z such that j(n, i+ 1) = j(n, i) + 2 for all n ≥ k and

all i, and, for each n > k and each i, Wn,i = Wn−1,j(n,i)Wn−1,j(n,i)+1;

(3) if ξ(xn,i, yn,i) = 0, then Wn−1,j(n,i) = Bkξ (xn,i, yn,i − 1) and Wn−1,j(n,i)+1 =

Bkξ (xn,i − 1, yn,i), while if ξ(xn,i, yn,i) = 1, then Wn−1,j(n,i) = Bkξ (xn,i − 1, yn,i)

and Wn−1,j(n,i)+1 = Bkξ (xn,i, yn,i − 1);

(4) there is no interval [i, i+ j] ⊂ Z with j ≥ 1 such that each Wn,r, for i ≤ r ≤ i+ j,

has length 1 and the string Wn,i . . .Wn,i+j is a level-n basic block;

(5) denoting for each n ≥ k by CB(n) = (ωk)−in . . . (ωk)jn the level-n basic block of

the factorization that includes the coordinate 0, we have in, jn →∞ for all i.

Condition (4) is needed to ensure that no part of ωk is factored trivially into length 1

level-n basic blocks unless necessary. Condition (5) is needed to avoid sequences such as

those in the remark below. Note that for every k the k-coding of every path in X (even if

one-sided, since we allow empty basic blocks when a coordinate is negative) has a natural
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factoring scheme determined by the sequence of vertices through which it passes, but one-

sided sequences do not satisfy (5). In principle, for some k a k-coding of a path might have

more than one consistent factoring scheme. In the following Proposition we show that each

sequence with a consistent factoring scheme determines a unique corresponding path. In

Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 we show that the 3-coding of every path in X \ X ′ξ has a

unique consistent factorization scheme since the 3-coding corresponds to a unique path.

Remark 3.2. (1) The subshift (Σk, σ) consists of the closure of the (therefore dense) set of

k-codings of paths in X \X ′ξ and thus may contain sequences ωk that are not the codings of

any paths. For example, in the Pascal system with the usual ordering ξ ≡ 0, for every n the

block abnanb appears in the 1-coding of some path in X \X ′ξ (these blocks are found inside

basic blocks near the centers of rows of the diagram), and hence the sequence ω = b∞.a∞

is in Σ1. If for this sequence we allowed the (unique) trivial factorization into blocks of

length 1 to count as a consistent factoring scheme, in order to find a path with this coding

(guaranteed by Proposition 3.3) we would try to define Tξ on γ∞ and γ−∞, where it was

not defined before, in such a way that ω would become the 1-coding of the orbit of γ∞. But

trying to define Tξγ∞ = γ−∞, Tξγ−∞ = γ−∞ (the only possibilities) fails, because then we

would need T−1ξ γ∞ equal to both γ∞ and γ−∞ and T−1ξ γ−∞ equal to both γ∞ and γ−∞.

(2) At this time we do not know whether there could be a (two-sided) sequence in some Σk

that (a) is not the k-coding of a path in X \X ′ξ; (b) has a unique factoring scheme satisfying

(1)–(4) above plus a weaker version of (5), in which it is required only that at least one

of in, jn tends to infinity; and (c) allows Tξ to be defined on some maximal and minimal

paths in such a way that the sequence becomes the coding of the new orbit. Theorem 3.6

can be generalized to cover this possibility. Working with the usual ordering ξ ≡ 0, the

sequence a∞.ba∞ ∈ Σ1 satisfies (a) and (b), but not (c). The path γ that passes through

(0, 0)(1, 0)(1, 1)(2, 1)(3, 1)(4, 1) . . . has its backward orbit code to a∞ (every entry to the

left of the center is a), but then Tξγ is maximal, T 2
ξ γ must be defined to be the left edge

γ−∞, we have to define Tξγ−∞ = γ−∞, and T−1ξ cannot be well defined.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that an ordering ξ of the Pascal graph P , k ≥ 1, and a sequence

ω ∈ PZ
k with a ξ-consistent factoring scheme are given. Then there is a unique path γ ∈

X \X ′ξ such that the k-coding of the orbit of γ under the adic transformation Tξ is the given

sequence ω and the natural factoring defined by the path coincides with the given one.

Proof. Suppose that an ordering ξ and ω ∈ PZ
k with a ξ-consistent factoring scheme are

given. Denote in the following by CBn the central basic block of level n in the given

factorization, that is, the one that includes the coordinate 0. Let kn ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |CBn| − 1}
be such that σ−knω has origin at the beginning of CBn. Form a path γ which at each level

n is at vertex vn determined by the level-n central block CBn, and with initial segment of
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length n equal to T knξ applied to the minimal path from (0, 0) to vn. The central symbol

of ω determines the vertices of γ at levels 0, . . . , k for n ≥ k. Then the k-coding ωk(γ) of γ

equals the given sequence ω on the range of coordinates In = [−kn, |CBn|−1−kn] for every

n. Thus the coding and factorization determine the sequence of vertices through which the

path passes, and no other path can have the same coding and natural factorization. Since

∪{In : n = 1, 2, . . . } = Z, we have γ ∈ X \ X ′ξ and the full coding ωk(γ) equals the full

sequence ω. �

Lemma 3.4. Fix an ordering ξ of the Pascal diagram, with path space X. Suppose γ, γ′

are distinct paths in X \X ′ξ. Suppose further that γ and γ′ follow only minimal edges from

(0, 0) to distinct vertices (x, y) and (x′, y′) respectively, where x+ y = x′ + y′ = n for some

n ≥ 1. Then the 3-codings of γ and γ′ are not the same. In other words, two such paths

that follow only minimal edges starting at the root to different vertices at the same level do

not have the same coding by initial path segments of length 3.

Proof. Suppose γ and γ′ are as above. In particular, we may assume that the 1- (and 2-)

codings of γ and γ′ are the same: ω1(γ) = ω1(γ′) and ω2(γ) = ω2(γ′) (otherwise we are

done). The longest minimal path from (0, 0) that is contained in both γ and γ′ ends at some

vertex v = (x0, y0) at level n0 = x0 + y0. In other words, γ and γ′ split at v. If n0 < 3 then

γ and γ′ would disagree on one of their first three edges and we would be done; we therefore

consider only the cases where n0 ≥ 3. We may assume that no paths with a lower level

splitting occur (at the same time) in the forward orbits of γ and γ′, respectively. Specifically,

find a smallest n0 for which there exists an r such that T rγ and T rγ′ are minimal until

distinct vertices at level n0+1 and contain the same edges until level n0, replace γ and γ′ by

T rγ and T rγ′, and define v to be the vertex where this latter pair split. It is the minimality

of n0 that we will exploit in the following proof by contradiction.

We consider several cases according to where in the diagram the vertex v can occur. Our

first case is when v is an interior vertex. In other words, let v ∈ U = {(x, y) : x > 0 and

y > 0}. Since both paths are minimal until level n > n0, there exist two minimal edges with

source v; label γ, γ′ so that the left one is contained in γ and the right one contained in γ′.

Let k1 be the length of the basic block at v and consider the paths T k1γ and T k1γ′. Then

at level n0, T k1γ passes through vertex (x0 + 1, y0 − 1) and T k1γ′ passes through vertex

(x0 − 1, y0 + 1), and both are minimal until level n0 = x0 + y0. Therefore the split between

the two paths in the orbits of γ and γ′ occurred at some level n1 where n1 ≤ n0 − 2. This

contradicts the minimality of n0. (See Figure 1, where we indicate minimal edges by dashed

lines and maximal edges by solid lines.)

Now consider the case when v is on the left side of the diagram (i.e. v = (x0, 0) for some

x0 ≥ 3). Since γ, γ′ /∈ {γ−∞, γ∞} (γ−∞ and γ∞ do not have a ξ-consistent coding scheme),
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(x0, y0)(x0 + 1, y0 − 1) (x0 − 1, y0 + 1)

γ′γ T k1γ′T k1γ

Figure 1. T k1γ and T k1γ′ do not agree into level n0 = x0 + y0.

both γ and γ′ must leave the left side of the diagram. Consider first the case when both

leave the left side via minimal edges. See Figure 2. Then n0 = x0 and we label so that γ

contains the minimal path to (x0 + 1, 0) and γ′ contains the minimal path to (x0, 1). Since

γ leaves the left side of the diagram, it passes through a vertex (x1, 1), and this edge is

minimal. In this case, we will examine the first edge coding of γ and γ′. We first note that

B(x0, 1) = ai0baj0 where i0 + j0 = x0. (In general, the basic block at (x, 1) for any x > 0 is

of the form aibaj for some i + j = x, and i and j are nondecreasing as x increases.) Since

the edge connecting vertices (x1, 0) and (x1, 1) is minimal, B(x1, 1) = aB(x1 − 1, 1). Since

x0 < x1, B(x1 − 1, 1) contains B(x0, 1) (the blocks are the same if x1 = x0 + 1). Therefore

B(x1, 1) = ai1baj1 with i1 > i0 and j1 ≥ j0. Since γ and γ′ are minimal into (x1, 1) and

(x0, 1) respectively, ai1baj1 immediately follows the decimal in ω1(γ) (i.e. beginning in the

origin position) and ai0baj0 immediately follows the decimal in ω1(γ′). However, i1 > i0

contradicts our assumption that γ and γ′ have the same 1-coding.

(x0, 0)

ai0baj0

γ′

(x1, 0)

γ

aB(x1 − 1, 1)

Figure 2. The dotted lines are necessarily minimal and the thick lines are

necessarily maximal.

(An analogous argument rules out the case where γ and γ′ split along the diagonal x = 0

and contain minimal paths from the root to x = 1. )
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Our final and most complex case is the case when v is on the left side of the diagram

and γ′ leaves along a minimal edge while γ leaves along a maximal edge at some later level.

See Figure 3. Thus v = (x0, 0), for some x0 ≥ 3, n0 = x0, γ contains the minimal path to

(x0 + 1, 0), γ′ contains the minimal path to (x0, 1) and γ exits the left side at (x1, 0), for

some x1 > x0. If γ is not in Xξ,max it does not continue along maximal edges forever. Let

(u,w) at level m = u+w be the range of the first minimal edge in γ after (x1, 1). Note that

m ≥ x1 + 2 ≥ x0 + 3. Since the edge connecting (x0, 0) and (x0, 1) is the first non-maximal

edge in γ′, Tγ′ passes through vertex (x0 − 1, 1). In particular, Tγ′ contains the minimal

path from the root vertex into (x0 − 1, 1). In order not to contradict the minimality of

n0, Tγ must also pass through vertex (x0 − 1, 1). Since γ did not pass through (x0, 1), Tγ

must contain the edge connecting (x0 − 1, 1) and (x0 − 1, 2) and this edge must be minimal

according to the edge ordering. See Figure 3. Thus Tγ actually consists of all minimal edges

up to level m− 1≥ x0 + 2 and therefore either passes through (x0 − 1, 3) or (x0, 2) along a

minimal edge. It is this fact that we will use to arrive at a contradiction.

(x0, 0)

(x0, 1)

(x0 − 1, 1)

(x0 − 1, 2)

γ′

γ

Tγ′ Tγ

(u, v − 1)

(u, v)

(u− 1, v)

Figure 3. The dotted lines are necessarily minimal and the thick red lines

are necessarily maximal.

We now consider T k1γ where k1 = |B(x0 − 1, 1)| + 1, in other words, the path in the

forward orbit of Tγ which first contains the maximal edge from (x0 − 2, 2) to (x0 − 1, 2). It

contains the unique minimal path from (0, 0) to (x0 − 2, 2). By an argument similar to the

above, we now know that T k1γ′ must also contain the unique minimal path from (0, 0) to
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(x0−2, 2) (since otherwise the orbits of γ and γ′ would split earlier than level n0), but then

continue along the edge with range (x0 − 2, 3), which is necessarily minimal. See Figure 4.

(x0, 0) (x0 − 1, 1) (x0 − 2, 2)

(x0 − 1, 2) (x0 − 2, 3)

Tγ T k1γ T k1γ′

Figure 4. Step 2.

The issue comes at the next stage when we consider T k2γ and T k2γ′, where k2 = k1 +

|B(x0− 2, 2)|. We see that T k2γ′ passes through vertex (x0− 3, 3). However, since the edge

contained in T k1γ leaving vertex (x0 − 1, 2) is minimal, we see from the ordering on the

edges that has been established thus far that T k2γ must pass either through vertex (x0, 0)

or vertex (x0 − 2, 2) at level n0 = x0. See Figure 5. Therefore we again contradict the

minimality of n0.

(x0, 0) (x0 − 1, 1) (x0 − 2, 2)

(x0, 2)

(x0 − 2, 3)

T k1γ T k2γ′T k2γ

(x0, 0) (x0 − 1, 1) (x0 − 2, 2)

(x0 − 1, 3)

(x0 − 2, 3)

T k1γ T k2γ′T k2γ

Figure 5. The two possibilities for T k2γ

�

Remark 3.5. Replacing T by T−1 in the above argument shows that two paths that are

maximal until different vertices at the same level also do not have the same coding by initial

segments of length 3.
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Theorem 3.6. Fix an ordering ξ of the Pascal diagram, with path space X. Suppose γ, γ′

are distinct paths in X \ X ′ξ. Then the 3-codings of γ and γ′ are not the same. In other

words, for such paths the 3-coding is faithful.

Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that there are two such distinct paths γ and γ′ whose

codings by initial segments of length 3 are the same. There exists an r ≥ 0 such that T−rγ

and T−rγ′ share the same minimal path until vertex v = (x0, y0), for some x0, y0 with

n0 = x0 + y0 ≥ 3, and then follow different edges out of that vertex. Replacing γ and γ′

by T−rγ and T−rγ′, we may assume that γ and γ′ have this property. If v is on the left

or right side of the diagram, then γ and γ′ are minimal (or maximal) to different vertices,

and so, by Lemma 3.4 (or Remark 3.5 respectively), this cannot happen. Thus x0, y0 > 0;

in other words, v is an “internal” vertex.

If the first edges after v in γ and γ′ are both maximal, then either T−1γ contains a

maximal path from (0, 0) to (x0 + 1, y0 − 1) and T−1γ′ contains a maximal path to (x0 −
1, y0 + 1), or vice versa. It then follows from Remark 3.5 that the 3-codes for T−1γ and

T−1γ′ (and hence for γ and γ′) cannot be the same. If the first edges after v in γ and γ′

are both minimal, then by Lemma 3.4 γ and γ′ have different 3-codings.

So, without loss of generality, we may assume that the first edge in γ after v is maximal

and the first in γ′ is minimal. Assume further that the coordinate axes are chosen so that

γ goes from v to (x0 + 1, y0) and γ′ goes from v to (x0, y0 + 1).

Now T |B(x0,y0)|γ′ begins with a minimal path from (0, 0) to (x0 − 1, y0 + 1) (see Figure

6), so T |B(x0,y0)|γ has the same property. (If these paths were at different vertices at level

n0, Lemma 3.4 would tell us that they had distinct 3-codings.) So these paths pass through

the vertex (x0 − 1, y0 + 1). Note that if γ is not in the orbit of a maximal path, then there

is a finite string of maximal edges in γ descending from v and followed by a single minimal

edge from a vertex v1 = (x1, y1) to a vertex v2 = (x2, y2).

We claim that the next edge in γ′ after (x0, y0 + 1) is minimal. If this were not the case,

then T−1γ′ would contain a maximal path from (0, 0) to either (x0 − 2, y0 + 2) or (x0, y0),

whereas T−1γ would contain a maximal path to (x0 + 1, y0 − 1). See Figure 7. Again, this

would mean that the 3-codings for γ and γ′ are different.

So the next edge in γ′ after (x0, y0 + 1) is minimal. Letting

(4) r = |B(x0, y0)|+ |B(x0 − 1, y0 + 1)|,
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(x0, y0)

γ γ′

T |B(x0,y0)|γ

(x0 + 1, y0)
(x0, y0 + 1)

(x0 − 1, y0 + 1)

v2

v1

Figure 6

it follows that T rγ contains a minimal path from (0, 0) to (x0 − 2, y0 + 2), whereas T rγ′

contains a minimal path to either (x0 + 1, y0 − 1) or (x0 − 1, y0 + 1). See Figure 8. This is

ruled out by applying the Lemma to T rγ and T rγ′ . �

Corollary 3.7. For each ordering ξ of the Pascal graph P and each path γ ∈ X \X ′ξ, the

3-coding ω3(γ) ∈PZ
k has a unique ξ-consistent factoring scheme.

Proof. Fix a particular ordering ξ on the Pascal graph P . That for each γ ∈ X \X ′ξ, ω3(γ)

has such a natural factoring scheme is clear from the definitions of ω3(γ) and the basic

blocks B3
ξ (x, y), as mentioned previously. By Proposition 3.3 there is a unique path that

has the same 3-coding and natural factoring scheme. Another factoring of the 3-coding of

γ would determine a different path which would have the same 3-coding as γ, contradicting

Theorem 3.6. �

Remark 3.8. The preceding Corollary helps to clarify the relationship among paths, fac-

torizations of codings, and factorizations of basic blocks. Suppose we have an ordering ξ on

any Bratteli diagram and know that there is a subset X ′ξ of the path space X such that for

each path γ ∈ X \X ′ξ the k-coding ωk(γ) admits a unique factorization scheme into basic

blocks. (Perhaps X ′ξ has measure 0 for each fully supported ergodic invariant measure.)

Suppose further that the basic blocks at each level are distinct. Then it follows that distinct
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γ′

(x0, y0)
(x0 + 1, y0 − 1)

γ γ′ T |B(x0,y0)|γ

(x0 + 1, y0)
(x0, y0 + 1)

(x0 − 1, y0 + 1)

(x0 − 2, y0 + 2)
(x0, y0)

(x0 − 1, y0 + 2)

γ γ′

γ′

T |B(x0,y0)|γ

(x0 + 1, y0)
(x0, y0 + 1)

(x0 − 1, y0 + 1)

Figure 7

paths in X \X ′ξ have distinct k-codings, since, as in the argument above, the factorization

scheme would determine the path. Further, each basic block Bkξ (x, y) would have a factor-

ization into basic blocks of level n for each n with k ≤ n < x+ y, unique if without trivial

segments as in the definition of factorization scheme. Basic blocks of level l < k might not

have unique factorizations; the central symbol specifies the path up to the root and hence

a preferred factorization of the basic blocks of levels l < k. Thus under such hypotheses

we would have unique factorization of basic blocks of levels greater than or equal to k, as

shown for the case of the Pascal diagram, 1-codings, and special orderings in Lemma 6.1.

4. Topological weak mixing

Recall that for a fixed ordering ξ, (Σk, σ) denotes the subshift on 2k symbols generated

by coding paths according to their first k edges. This is a legitimate topological dynamical

system—a compact metric space together with a homeomorphism. (We use the metric

d(ω, ω′) = 1/2(inf{|n|:ω(n)6=ω
′(n)})). By Theorem 3.6 the coding is essentially faithful if k ≥ 3.

Denote by B(Σk) the set of bounded complex-valued functions on Σk whose set of continuity
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(x0 − 2, y0 + 2)

T rγ

γ′

T rγ′

(x0, y0)
(x0 + 1, y0 − 1)

γ γ′ T |B(x0,y0)|γ

(x0 + 1, y0)
(x0, y0 + 1)

(x0 − 1, y0 + 1)

(x0 − 2, y0 + 2)
(x0, y0)

(x0 − 1, y0 + 2)

γ γ′

γ′

T |B(x0,y0)|γ

(x0 + 1, y0)
(x0, y0 + 1)

(x0 − 1, y0 + 1)

T rγ

Figure 8

points is residual. In order to prove that (Σk, σ) is topologically weakly mixing, we follow

the plan in [22, 23] to check the condition of Keynes and Robertson [19]: a topological

dynamical system which is “closed ergodic” (there is an invariant Borel probability measure

on the space for which every closed invariant set has measure 0 or 1) is topologically weakly

mixing if and only if every f ∈ B(Σk) for which there is λ ∈ C such that f ◦ σ = λf

everywhere must be constant on a dense set. (It is not enough to show that there are no

nonconstant continuous eigenfunctions, since the subshift is not minimal.) For this purpose

we have to go beyond the polynomial equidistribution theorem of Weyl and quote instead

a theorem of F. Hahn [14].

In our situation (Σk, σ) is closed ergodic, since there are fully supported ergodic measures

on Σk (the measures µα, 0 < α < 1, mentioned above). Our system is topologically ergodic

(there exist dense orbits). We aim to prove that if f ∈ B(Σk) and λ ∈ C satisfy f ◦ σ = λf

everywhere, then λ = 1. Then it will follow from another theorem of Keynes and Robertson

[19] (since then f ◦ σ = f everywhere) that f is constant on a dense set, and consequently

the system is topologically weakly mixing. We also use the fact [23, Lemma 4.18] that if

f ∈ B(Σk) and λ ∈ C satisfy f ◦ σ = λf everywhere, then every point which has both its
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forward and backward orbit dense is a point of continuity of f . Another essential ingredient

is the following extension of the “Kink Lemma” of [22,23] taking into account the unknown

ordering of edges.

Lemma 4.1. Let X denote, as above, the set of infinite directed paths on the Pascal graph,

and fix an ordering ξ. Let γ = (γr) ∈ X, with γr denoting the edge of γ from level r − 1

to level r, be a path to a vertex (i, j), with i > 0 and j > 0, which continues to the vertex

(i+1, j+1) in such a way that the edge γi+j+2 of γ that enters (i+1, j+1) is minimal. Let

n = i+ j ≥ k and denote by e the edge with source (i, j) that is not equal to γn+1. We have

to consider eight cases, labeled by triples (a1, a2, a3), depending on whether γn+1 is maximal

(a1 =max) or minimal (a1 =min), e is maximal (a2 =max) or minimal (a2 =min), and

γn+1 has range (i+ 1, j) (a3 =LR) or (i, j + 1) (a3 =RL). Let

(5) rn =



C(n, j) cases (max, min, LR) and (max, min, RL)

C(n+ 1, j + 1) cases (min, min, RL) and (max, max, LR)

C(n+ 1, j) cases (min, min, LR) and (max, max, RL)

C(n+ 1, j) + C(n, j + 1) cases (min, max, LR) and (min, max, RL).

Then T rnγ and γ agree on their first n edges. Consequently, if x is a path that begins with

the minimal path to (i, j), z is a path that begins with the maximal path to (i, j), Tmx = γ,

and T lγ = z, then d(σrnωk(γ), ωk(γ)) ≤ 1/2min{m,l}.

Proof. Let z denote the path which is maximal to the vertex (i, j) and agrees with γ after

level n = i+ j, so that z = T lγ for some l ≥ 0. Suppose first that the edge γn+1 is maximal

and e is minimal. Then in both cases (max, min, LR) and (max, min, RL) (whether γn+1

has range (i+ 1, j) or (i, j + 1)) Tz begins with the minimal path to (i, j). Then choosing

m ≥ 0 so that m+ l+ 1 = C(n, j) yields that TmTz = Tm+l+1γ agrees with γ on their first

n edges. Then rn = C(n, j) has the stated property. See Figure 9.

The other cases are similar but differ in the details, and the particular values of rn that

we find are important for the following theorem, so we go through them all. Suppose now

that the edge e is maximal and γn+1 is maximal and has range (i+ 1, j) (case (max, max,

LR)). In this case Tz begins with the minimal path to the vertex (i−1, j+1) followed by the

minimal edge to (i, j + 1) and the maximal edge to (i+ 1, j + 1). Then u = TC(n,j+1)−1Tz

begins with the maximal path to (i− 1, j+ 1), and y = Tu begins with the minimal path to

(i, j) followed by the maximal edge to (i, j + 1). Choose m ≥ 0 so that m+ l+ 1 = C(n, j).

Then TmTu agrees with γ on their first n edges. We have TmTu = TmTC(n,j+1)Tz =

Tm+l+1+C(n,j+1)γ = TC(n,j)+C(n,j+1)γ = TC(n+1,j+1)γ, so rn = C(n + 1, j + 1) acts as

stated.
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(i, j)

(i+ 1, j) (i, j + 1)

(i+ 1, j + 1)

γ z = T lγ

γn+1 e

Figure 9. Case (max, min, LR)

If the edge e is maximal and γn+1 is maximal and has range (i, j + 1) (case (max, max,

RL)), the argument is the same as the immediately preceding one, except that j is replaced

by j−1. Namely, Tz begins with the minimal path to (i+1, j−1), u = TC(n,j−1)−1Tz begins

with the maximal path to (i+1, j−1), y = Tu begins with the minimal path to (i, j) followed

by the maximal edge to (i + 1, j). Again choose m ≥ 0 so that m + l + 1 = C(n, j). Then

TmTu and γ agree on their first n edges, so we obtain rn = C(n, j)+C(n, j−1) = C(n+1, j).

Consider now the case (min, max, LR). Then Tz begins with the minimal path to (i +

1, j − 1), u = TC(n,j−1)−1Tz begins with the maximal path to (i + 1, j − 1), and Tu

begins with the minimal path to (i − 1, j + 1) followed by a minimal and then a maximal

edge. Then y = TTC(n,j+1)−1Tu begins with the minimal path to (i, j) extended by two

maximal edges. Thus choosing m ≥ 0 so that m + l + 1 = C(n, j) yields that Tmy =

Tm+l+1+C(n,j+1)+C(n,j−1)γ = TC(n+1,j)+C(n,j+1)γ agrees with γ on the first n edges..

Next, consider the case (min, max, RL). Then Tz is minimal to (i − 1, j + 1), u =

TC(n,j+1)−1Tz is maximal to (i − 1, j + 1), and p = Tu is minimal to (i + 1, j) extended

by a maximal edge. Then TC(n,j−1)−1p is maximal to (i+ 1, j − 1), so that y = TC(n,j−1)p

is minimal to (i, j). Thus if we choose m so that m + l + 1 = C(n, j), we will have

Tmy = TmTC(n,j−1)p = Tm+C(n,j−1)+C(n,j+1)+l+1γ = TC(n+1,j)+C(n,j+1)γ and γ agreeing

on their first n edges.

Now consider the case (min, min, LR). Then Tz starts with the minimal path to (i +

1, j − 1), u = TC(n,j−1)−1Tz starts with the maximal path to (i + 1, j − 1), y = Tu is
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minimal to (i, j) followed by a minimal and then a maximal path; and if we choose m so

that m+ l + 1 = C(n, j), then Tmy = TC(n+1,j)γ and γ agree on the first n edges.

The final case is (min, min, RL). Then Tz is minimal to (i− 1, j + 1) and extends from

there by a maximal edge followed by a minimal edge. Then u = TC(n,j+1)−1Tz is maximal

to (i−1, j+1), from where it extends with a maximal and then a minimal edge. Thus y = Tu

is minimal to (i, j) and extends by the minimal edge e followed by a maximal edge; and, if

we choose m so that m+ l+ 1 = C(n, j), then Tmy = Tm+l+1+C(n,j+1) = TC(n+1,j+1)γ and

γ agree on their first n edges.

The final statement in the Lemma follows from the fact that T i(T rnγ) and T iγ agree on

their first n ≥ k edges for −m ≤ i ≤ l. �

Theorem 4.2. For each ordering, the subshift (Σk, σ) is topologically weakly mixing.

Proof. Fix an ordering ξ. We deal only with paths in X whose orbit does not contain any

paths that are eventually diagonal or eventually consist of only maximal or only minimal

edges. (A path with vertices (xk, yk), k ≥ 0, is eventually diagonal if either coordinate is

eventually constant. The set of such paths is countable.) By Proposition 2.1 the set of such

paths has measure 1 for each fully supported ergodic T -invariant probability measure on X.

The coding ωk(γ) of any such path γ has both its forward and backward orbit dense in Σk

and hence, as noted above, is a point of continuity of any eigenfunction f ∈ B(Σk).

Suppose that f ∈ B(Σk), λ ∈ C, and f ◦ σ = λf everywhere on Σk; we want to show

that then λ = 1. Fix a point ωk(γ) that is the coding of a path γ as described above

and hence is a point of continuity of f . For each n let (in, jn) denote the vertex through

which γ passes at level n, i.e. the range of the edge γn. For each n, the path γ can be

modified if necessary below level n to a path γ′ that satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma

4.1, is not eventually diagonal, and does not eventually consist of only maximal or minimal

edges. This determines rn,mn, ln so that T rnγ′, γ′, and γ agree on their first n edges, and

d(σrnωk(γ′), ωk(γ′)) ≤ 1/2min{mn,ln}. Since mn and ln are unbounded this implies that

d(σrnωk(γ′), ωk(γ′)) → 0 as n → ∞. Since f(σrnωk(γ′)) = λrnf(ωk(γ′)) for all n, we have

λrn → 1 as n→∞. In particular |λ| = 1.

Suppose that λ is a root of unity, so that λ = exp(2πia/b) for two relatively prime integers

a and b. Let q be a prime that divides b. In the Pascal triangle we can find infinitely many

n for which there is a j such that none of C(n, j), C(n+ 1, j + 1), C(n+ 1, j), C(n+ 1, j) +

C(n, j+ 1) is divisible by q. For example, by Lemma 5.1 of [1] C(qs− 2, k) ≡q (−1)k(k+ 1)

for k = 0 . . . , qs − 2. Therefore, for each s the entire row C(qs − 1, j), 0 ≤ j ≤ qs − 1, is not

divisible by q, and in the preceding row there are many entries C(qs−2, tq−1), 0 < t ≤ qs−2,
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that are not divisible by q as well as many that are, so choosing n = qs − 2 and j so that

j + 1 is not divisible by q but j + 2 is divisible by q will do. (If j + 1 is not divisible by q,

then neither is C(qs−2, j), while if j+2 is divisible by q, then so is C(qs−2, j+1).) We can

arrange that our path γ hits such vertices for infinitely many n, and then |λrn − 1| ≥ 1/q

for all of these values of n, contradicting that λrn → 1. Thus there are no roots of unity

besides 1 among the eigenvalues of σ.

Suppose now that λ is not a root of unity, say λ = exp(2πiβ) for an irrational β ∈ (0, 1).

According to the theorem of F. Hahn [14, Theorem 5] the transformation S(x1, x2, x3, . . . ) =

(x1+β, x2+x1, x3+x2, . . . ) (mod 1) on the infinite torus is minimal, in fact strictly ergodic,

with Haar measure the unique invariant probability measure. Then the orbit of (0, 0, 0, . . . )

is dense, and Sn(0, 0, 0, . . . ) = (C(n, 1)β,C(n, 2)β, . . . , C(n, n)β, 0, 0, . . . ) mod 1. We use

this result to construct a continuity point ωk(γ) of f that is the coding of a path γ such

that, denoting by (in, jn) the vertex through which γ passes at level n, there are infinitely

many n for which all of C(n, jn)β mod 1, C(n+ 1, jn + 1)β mod 1, C(n+ 1, jn)β mod 1,

and [C(n+ 1, j) + C(n, j + 1)]β mod 1 are a fixed distance from 0 and 1, again making it

impossible that λrn → 1. Given an initial segment of γ ending at a vertex (i0, j0), extend γ

several steps so as to use both some maximal and some minimal edges as well as some edges

that increase the first (i) coordinate and the second (j) coordinate, arriving at a vertex

(i1, j1). Then add edges that increase the i coordinate until we arrive at a vertex (i, j) for

which (C(i+ j, j−1), C(i+ j, j), C(i+ j, j+ 1))β ≈ (1/8, 1/8, 1/8) mod 1 (say {C(i+ j, j−
1)β} − 1/8| < 1/16, etc., with {x} denoting x mod 1). Then C(i + j + 1, j)β mod 1 and

C(i+j+1, j+1)β mod 1 are in the interval (1/8, 3/8), while [C(i+j+1, j)+C(i+j, j+1)]β

mod 1 is in the interval (3/16, 9/16). Continue, making it impossible that λrn → 1. �

5. Condition for topological conjugacy to an odometer

According to the theorem of Downarowicz and Maass [6] mentioned above, every proper

minimal adic system with finite topological rank is either expansive or topologically con-

jugate to an odometer. For systems with a bounded number of vertices per level some

sufficient conditions for topological conjugacy to an odometer are known (see the remarks

in the introduction). In this section we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a fairly

general adic system to be topologically conjugate to an odometer. The condition is then

used to determine when, with probability 1, an adic system with a random ordering, or

an adic system constructed according to a random process, is topologically conjugate to an

odometer.

In this section we deal with an arbitrary Bratteli diagram B = (V ,E ). As usual the

vertices are arranged into levels, so that V = ∪i≥0Vi, E = ∪i≥1Ei, and there are directed
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edges from each level to the next: there are a range map r and a source map s from E to

V such that r(Ei) = Vi for all i ≥ 1, s(Ei) = Vi−1 for all i ≥ 1, s−1v 6= ∅ for all v ∈ V ,

and r−1v′ 6= ∅ for all v′ ∈ V \ V0. We assume that V0 consists of a single vertex, v0, and

|Vn|, |En| <∞ for all n.

The path space X is the space of infinite paths x = x1x2 . . . such that xi ∈ Ei and

r(xi) = s(xi+1) for all i. To avoid degenerate cases, we assume that X with the usual metric

(in which two infinite paths are close if they agree on long initial segments) is homeomorphic

to the Cantor set. An ordering ξ of the diagram is an assignment of a linear order to the set

r−1v of edges entering each vertex v ∈ V . Xξ,max consists of the set of paths all of whose

edges are maximal in the ordering ξ, and Xξ,min of all the paths all of whose edges are

minimal. As with the Pascal diagram, the ordering ξ determines the adic transformation

Tξ : X \Xξ,max → X \Xξ,min, which is a homeomorphism.

See [15], [12], or [7] for the definitions of telescoping and isomorphism for diagrams and

ordered diagrams. Equivalence of diagrams or ordered diagrams is the equivalence relation

generated by isomorphism and telescoping. Two diagrams B1 and B2 are diagram equivalent

if and only if there is a diagram B such that telescoping B to odd levels yields a telescoping

of one of B1, B2 and telescoping B to even levels yields a telescoping of the other one;

similarly for ordered diagrams. If two ordered diagrams are equivalent, then the topological

dynamical systems that they define by means of their adic transformations are topologically

conjugate. Recall that a Bratteli diagram is called simple if there is a telescoping for which

every pair of vertices vn ∈ Vn and v(n + 1) ∈ Vn+1 there is an edge between vn and vn+1.

That the converse holds also, for simple adic systems that are properly ordered (with unique

maximal and minimal paths), follows from Theorem 4.4 of [15]. (For suppose that simple

and properly ordered diagrams D1 and D2 determine adic systems X1 and X2, respectively,

that are topologically conjugate under an adic-commuting homeomorphism h : X1 → X2.

Each Xi has a natural sequence of Kakutani-Rokhlin partitions Pi corresponding to its

diagram structure. Then h−1P2 is a sequence of Kakutani-Rokhlin partitions for X1 that

is admissible as in Theorem 4.2 of [15]. This sequence determines D2 according to the

process in [15], so by Theorem 4.4 of [15] D1 and D2 are diagram equivalent.) (Note that

in the proof of Theorem 4.4 of [15] the tops Zn and Z̃n of the tower diagrams have the

property that given n we can find m such that Z̃m is contained in Zn, and vice versa.)

An odometer is any topological dynamical system that is topologically conjugate to the

system defined by the adic transformation on the path space of an ordered diagram which

has exactly one vertex at every level.

For each n and each w ∈ Vn, there is an associated coding in terms of vertices in

Vn−1. (This is the “morphism read on Vn” in [7, p. 342].) More precisely, if r−1w =
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2 1 3 2 5 1 4 3 6

v1 v2 v3

v2v1v3 (v2v1v3)2

Figure 10. A uniformly ordered level, where ω = v2v1v3.

{e1, e2, . . . , e|r−1w|}, where the subscripts correspond directly to the ordering given by ξ,

then the coding of w by vertices in Vn−1 is given by c(w) = s(e1)s(e2) . . . s(e|r−1w|). We call

En and the level n uniformly ordered if there is a string v = vi1vi2 . . . vik , with each vim in

Vn−1, such that for every w in Vn, c(w) = vkw for some kw ∈ N. See Figure 10. Note that

if any level has only one vertex, then it is automatically uniformly ordered.

For a Bratteli-Vershik system B = (V ,E ), define an ordered shape at level n to consist

of Vn−1, Vn, En, and a partial order on En which is a total order on each r−1w,w ∈ Vn. We

say that a shape is uniformly ordered if En is uniformly ordered. Note that each row of the

incidence matrix that corresponds to a uniformly ordered shape is an integer multiple of a

single vector.

Lemma 5.1. If a diagram B = (V ,E ) with an ordering ξ has infinitely many levels for

which En is uniformly ordered, then (1) there is a telescoping B′ = (V ′,E ′) of B = (V ,E )

for which every level is uniformly ordered, and (2) B = (V ,E ) is simple and properly

ordered.

Proof. First note that if an ordered Bratteli diagram is telescoped from level j1 to level j2,

the new coding of the vertices at level j2 in terms of the vertices at level j1 results from

decomposing the original j2−1 coding of vertices in Vj2 by vertices in Vj2−1 in an inductive

manner into a level j1 coding. Then note that if j1 < n ≤ j2 and En is uniformly ordered,

then the new set of edges arising from telescoping from level j1 to level j2 will be uniformly

ordered. Indeed, since all vertices w ∈ Vn have codings c(w) = vkw in terms of the vertices

at level n−1, decomposing the level j2−1 codings of vertices in Vj2 into level n−1 codings

will lead to repeated concatenations of v. Furthermore, the ordering ξ will lead to a unique

decomposition of v in terms of vertices at level j1, and therefore the new set of edges will

be uniformly ordered. See Figure 11.

In order for a level to be uniformly ordered, every vertex in Vn must connect to every

vertex in Vn+1. Hence any diagram with infinitely many uniformly ordered levels is simple.
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For every n there is a unique vertex vn−1 in Vn−1 such that every edge in En which is

maximal has vn−1 as its source. Therefore any path in Xmax must go through these vertices,

and there is a unique path which travels along maximal edges at every level. �

2 1 3 2 5 1 4 3 6

a b

a ab b

abab (abab)2

Figure 11. Following the code shows that it is possible to telescope so

that every level is uniformly ordered.

Remark 5.2. It is possible for two non-uniformly ordered levels to telescope to one that

is uniformly ordered. Indeed, suppose that |Vn| ≥ 3 and the level n − 1 coding of vertices

at level n is such that c(w2) = c(w3) 6= c(w1) for w1, w2, w3 in Vn. Then suppose that the

level n coding of vertices in Vn+1 is such that the only difference in the codings of different

vertices is that w2 and w3 are interchanged in two codings. Then neither En nor En+1 is

uniformly ordered. However, once one telescopes between levels n − 1 and n + 1, the new

set of edges will be uniformly ordered. See Figure 12

.

v1 v2 v3

w1 = v1v2 w2 = v2v3
w3 = v2v3

w1w2 = v1v2v2v3 w1w3 = v1v2v2v3

Figure 12. All orderings are left to right. Neither level is uniformly or-

dered, but the telescoping is.
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Theorem 5.3. If an ordered Bratteli diagram B = (V ,E , ξ) has a telescoping for which

there are infinitely many uniformly ordered levels then the associated adic system is topolog-

ically conjugate to an odometer. Conversely, any simple properly ordered Bratteli diagram

B = (V ,E , ξ) that is topologically conjugate to an odometer has a telescoping for which

there are infinitely many uniformly ordered levels.

Proof. Suppose that we have a diagram B = (V ,E , ξ) for which there is a telescoping with

infinitely many uniformly ordered levels. By Lemma 5.1 we may assume that the diagram

is uniformly ordered at every level n > 1; also note that the diagram is simple and properly

ordered. One can see then that all the k-codings (coding Tξ-orbits according to the initial

path segments of length k) are periodic, so that the system is not expansive and hence,

by [6], is topologically conjugate to an odometer—in case the system has finite topological

rank. We give here an explicit proof in the general case by constructing an intermediate

ordered Bratteli diagram, B′, with the property that telescoping to odd levels yields the

given diagram, B, and telescoping to even levels yields a system with a single vertex at

every level. Thus B is equivalent to the diagram of an odometer, and hence its associated

topological dynamical system is topologically conjugate to an odometer.

To construct B′, for each n ≥ 1 let |V ′2n−1| = |Vn| and |V ′2n| = 1. Let E ′1 = E1. For

every n ≥ 1, denote the single vertex in V ′2n by w′2n and set up a one-to-one correspondence

between V ′2n−1 and Vn. Fix n ≥ 1. Since B is uniformly ordered at level n + 1, there is a

string v = v1 . . . v|v| with entries from Vn such that for each w in Vn+1 the coding of w by

vertices in Vn is c(w) = vkw . To define E ′2n let |r−1w′2n| = |v|, label the edges e′i in r−1w′2n
so that for each i s(e′i) is the vertex u′ in V ′2n−1 which corresponds to vi, and order these

edges according to their labels. To define E ′2n+1, note that each u′ ∈ V ′2n+1 corresponds

to a w ∈ Vn+1; we let the number of edges from w′2n to u′ be kw for the w corresponding

to u′ and order these edges arbitrarily. Then telescoping B′ to odd levels yields B, and

telescoping to even levels yields a system with just one vertex at every level, an odometer.

See Figure 13.

Conversely, suppose that B = (V ,E , ξ) is a simple properly ordered diagram whose

associated adic system is topologically conjugate to an odometer. As mentioned above, then

the diagram is equivalent to an odometer: there is an intermediate diagram B′ = (V ′,E ′, ξ′),

which when telescoped to odd levels yields a telescoping B′′ of B and when telescoped to

even levels yields a system with just one vertex at each level, or vice versa. For each n,

|V ′2n| = 1 and hence level 2n of B′ is automatically uniformly ordered. Then as in the proof

of Lemma 5.1, the telescoping of B′ from level 2n − 1 to level 2n + 1 will yield a set of

edges whose ranges form a uniformly ordered level. Therefore in B′′ every level En must be

uniformly ordered. �
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B B′ Odometer

Figure 13. B′ telescopes to B on odd levels, and to the odometer on even

levels. Give B any uniform ordering and the diagrams are order equivalent.

We are seeking conditions that will allow one to determine when BV systems are ex-

pansive or not, conjugate to odometers or not, and of finite topological rank or not. As

mentioned above, Downarowicz and Maass [6] (see also [17]) showed that every properly

ordered minimal BV system of finite topological rank is either expansive or else conjugate

to an odometer. Gjerde and Johansen [13] give an example of a simple properly ordered

BV system that is not expansive, yet not conjugate to an odometer, thus necessarily of

infinite topological rank. We note in the following Proposition that the key properties of

this example are enjoyed by a wide class of systems, which we call “standard nonexpansive”,

and which therefore are nonexpansive and, by essentially the same argument as in [13], not

of finite topological rank, in particular not conjugate to odometers.

Recall that given N ∈ N, every path in an ordered BV system B = (V ,E , ξ) has a

N -coding of its orbit according to the partition PN into cylinder sets to level N . For each

vertex v ∈ V , the edges with range v are assigned labels indicating their positions in the

ordering determined by ξ. So any path γ has an infinite sequence of edge labels associated

with it. Specifically, the ith entry in the sequence is the label assigned to the ith edge of

γ. We say that the BV system is standard nonexpansive if for every natural number N

there exist distinct paths γN and γ′N that are assigned the same sequence of edge labels,

agree from the root to some level KN > N , and at any level the vertices met by the two

paths have the same basic block in the N -coding. In this case, γN and γ′N have the same

N -coding. Standard nonexpansive implies nonexpansive.

Proposition 5.4. Every standard nonexpansive simple properly ordered BV system has

infinite rank.

Proof. By [15], for any BV system B that is conjugate to the odometer there is a BV system

B′ that telescopes on odd levels to a telescoping of B and on even levels to a telescoping of

the odometer. There is then a telescoping of B in which every vertex is uniformly ordered.
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This, however, cannot occur when there are paths with the same sequence of edge labels.

So if B is standard nonexpansive, then it not conjugate to the odometer. It then follows,

by [6], that B does not have finite topological rank. �

We consider now what might happen if a diagram is ordered randomly, or if a diagram

is somehow chosen at random.

Suppose that we are given a simple diagram B = (V ,E ) as above. Denote the set of

orderings of the edges entering a vertex v ∈ V by Ov. The set of all orderings of B is

O =
∏
v∈V Ov. We consider probability measures µ on O, for example the uniform and

independent measure µ0 which is the product over all v of the uniform measures on the

discrete spaces Ov. For each n = 1, 2, . . . let Un denote the set of orderings of B which

are uniformly ordered at level n, and let U denote the set of orderings which have infinitely

many uniformly ordered levels. By the preceding theorem, if µ(U) = 1 then an ordering

selected randomly according to µ will with probability 1 produce an adic system topologically

conjugate to an odometer.

Example 5.5. Suppose that B is a diagram such that for every n ≥ 1 there is an rn such

that the number of edges between every pair of vertices vn−1 ∈ Vn−1 and vn ∈ Vn is rn.

(Then B is simple.) Write |Vn| = Vn. Then there are rn! orderings of the edges into each

vertex at level n and thus (rn!)Vn ways to order the unordered shape at level n. There are

rn! uniform orderings at level n, since we must have the same ordering at each vertex on a

fixed level. By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, if

(6)

∞∑
n=1

rn!

(rn!)Vn
=∞,

then µ0(U) = 1, and so with probability 1 the system is topologically conjugate to an

odometer. For example, if the rn and Vn are bounded, and B is as described, then select-

ing orderings uniformly and independently yields an odometer with probability 1. This is

consistent with Corollary 5.3 of [4], according to which a diagram with bounded number

of vertices and edges per level will have a “perfect” ordering (an ordering which admits a

Vershik map as a homeomorphism) with probability 1.

Example 5.6. We can also consider assembling a random ordered diagram from a sequence

of shapes, that fit together, generated by a stochastic process. Generalizing the definition

above, define an ordered shape S = (C,D,E, ξ) to be a bipartite directed graph together

with a partial order on its set of edges such that (1) the vertex set is the disjoint union of

two finite sets C and D; (2) for each e ∈ E, s(e) ∈ C and r(e) ∈ D; (3) for each b ∈ D, ξ is

a total order on r−1b; (4) for b1, b2 ∈ D with b1 6= b2, the edges in r−1b1 and r−1b2 are not

comparable.
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Let S be the set of sequences of ordered shapes Sn = (C(Sn), D(Sn), E(Sn), ξ(Sn)), n =

1, 2, . . . , such that C(Sn+1) = D(Sn) for all n, so that the shapes can “fit together”. If µ

is a probability measure on S that assigns full measure to the set of sequences which have

infinitely many uniformly ordered shapes, then constructing an adic system at random with

respect to µ produces an odometer with probability 1. For example, if µ is an ergodic shift-

invariant probability measure on S such that µ{S = (Sn) ∈ S : S1 is uniformly ordered} >
0, then by the Poincaré Recurrence Theorem S will have infinitely many uniformly ordered

shapes and hence will describe an odometer.

6. The Union Over All Orderings

For a subshift (Ω, σ), denote by L (Ω) the language of Ω, that is, the set of finite blocks

seen in sequences in Ω. Define for each ordering ξ of the Pascal graph P the subshift

Σξ ⊂ {a, b}Z to consist of all doubly infinite sequences, each of whose subblocks can be

found in the 1-coding of some γ ∈ X (the set of infinite paths on the Pascal graph) for the

ordering ξ, and define the “big subshift” (Σ, σ) by L (Σ) = ∪ξL (Σξ). Equivalently, we can

define the big subshift Σ to be the closure of the union over all orderings ξ of Xξ:

(7) Σ =
⋃
ξ

Xξ.

What is the asymptotic complexity of Σ? What are other dynamical properties of (Σ, σ)?

Is this system topologically transitive (i.e., does it have a dense orbit)? Are there periodic

points?

Recall the basic blocks Bξ(x, y) defined above. Basic blocks are determined by the or-

derings on the edges above them. See Figure 14. However, a block may be generated by

(x, y)

Figure 14. Each choice of ordering of the incoming edges to the vertices

in the shaded region will determine a Bξ(x, y).
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(4, 2)

ξ1

(4, 2)

ξ2

Figure 15. Dashed lines represent minimal edges. Both orderings ξ1 and

ξ2 give rise to B(4, 2) = a2ba2ba2b2a2ba2.

different orderings. For example, there exist two distinct orderings, ξ1 and ξ2 such that

Bξ1(2, 1) = Bξ2(2, 1) = aba. This can continue throughout the diagrams. See Figure 15.

Assuming a fixed ordering ξ, the basic blocks B(x, 1), for x ≥ 1, will be used frequently

in the following and we will give them the special name Cx. In a similar fashion, for y ≥ 1

define the block Dy = B(1, y).

In the following we will consider the set of diagrams for which

ξ(x, 1) = ξ(2, y) = 0.

In other words, the ordering on the edges coming into vertices (x, 1) and (1, y) is left to right

for all values of x ≥ 1 and y ≥ 1. This means that Ci = aib and Dj = abj for i, j ≥ 1. In

the following we will show that for such orderings basic blocks have unique factorizations.

Lemma 6.1. Given (x, y) with x ≥ 1 and y ≥ 1, there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the set of possible basic blocks

{Bξ(x, y) : ξ(i, 1) = ξ(1, j) = 0 for all i, j ≥ 1}

and the set of orderings of edges into each vertex (u, v) with u ≤ x and v ≤ y: Bξ(x, y) =

Bη(x, y) if and only if ξ(u, v) = η(u, v) for all (u, v) with u ≤ x and v ≤ y.

Proof. The reverse direction is clear from the definition of Bξ(x, y). We will therefore con-

sider a Bξ(x, y) and show that it gives rise to a unique ξ, given the appropriate restrictions.

Assume x, y > 1 and we are given a basic block Bξ(x, y). Starting from the left in

Bξ(x, y), find the first occurrence of a block of the form, for some i0, j0 ≥ 1, ai0bj0a, or

ai0bj0 if no ai0bj0a is to be found. Because of the restriction on ξ, we know that it is either

the case that i0 = 1 and j0 6= 1 or i0 6= 1 and j0 = 1. In the first case, ai0bj0 corresponds to

the block Dj0 , and in the second to Ci0 . Continue left to right in this fashion to decompose

Bξ(x, y) completely into a sequence of Ci’s and Dj ’s. Note that there is a unique path
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between (x, 1) and (x, y), and therefore Cx appears only once in Bξ(x, y). Furthermore, if

i > x then there is no path from (i, 1) to (x, y), and therefore Ci cannot be a subblock of

B(x, y). A similar argument gives the result for the Dy. So Cx and Dy each appear exactly

once, and if Ci (or Dj) appears in Bξ(x, y), then i≤x (or j ≤ y).

Now, Bξ(x, y) decomposes into the concatenation of Bξ(x− 1, y) and Bξ(x, y − 1). Note

that the unique Cx in Bξ(x, y) is a subblock of the Bξ(x, y−1) portion of Bξ(x, y). Likewise,

Dy is a aubblock of the Bξ(x−1, y) portion of Bξ(x, y). Therefore, if Cx appears before Dy,

then Bξ(x, y) = Bξ(x, y − 1)Bξ(x− 1, y), and vice versa. This determines the order that ξ

gives to the edges with range (x, y). We also know the lengths of each of B(x, y − 1) and

B(x− 1, y). Once we know which one comes first, we know exactly where the juxtaposition

between the two occurs. We repeat this process on each word above B(x, y) to conclude

that no ordering besides ξ could have produced the block Bξ(x, y). �

We work through an example.

Example 6.2. Consider the following block:

ab3ab2a2ba3bab2a2ba3bab2a2ba4b

Because we know the structure of the Ci and Dj , we see that the first set of a’s and b’s is ab3.

This must be D3. Then the next set of a’s and b’s is ab2. This must be D2. We continue

in this manner to see that the above block decomposes into D3D2C2C3D2C2C3D2C2C4.

By the above lemma, this must be block B(4, 3). Because the D3 appears before the C4,

B(4, 3) must decompose into B(3, 3)B(4, 2), which implies there was a right to left ordering

on the edges with range (4, 3). We need only to know that |B(3, 3)| = 20 to see that

B(3, 3) = D3D2C2C3D2C2 and B(4, 2) = C3D2C2C4. We continue in this manner until we

have placed an order on the incoming edges of all 6 unordered vertices that are above (4, 3).

See Figure 16.

Figure 16. The ordering of edges determined by B(4, 3) =

ab3ab2a2ba3bab2a2ba3bab2a2ba4b
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Proposition 6.3. Given left to right ordering on edges terminating at vertices (u, 1) and

(1, v) for all u, v ≥ 1, then for all x, y ≥ 1 there are 2(x−1)(y−1) distinct blocks Bξ(x, y) as

we vary the orderings ξ.

Proof. By the Lemma, each ordering ξ of the edges entering vertices (u, v) above (x, y)

(1 ≤ u ≤ x, 1 ≤ v ≤ y) gives rise to a distinct Bξ(x, y). There are (x − 1)(y − 1) such

vertices (u, v) above (x, y) and two choices of ordering for each vertex, yielding 2(x−1)(y−1)

distinct orderings and hence that many blocks Bξ(x, y). �

Proposition 6.4. For the big subshift, the complexity function p(n) is superpolynomial: for

each k = 2, 3, . . . there are at least 2k−1 blocks of length (k+ 1)(k+ 2)/2 in the big subshift.

Proof. Let k = 2, 3, . . . and n = (k + 1)(k + 2)/2. Note that the binomial coefficient

C(k + 2, 2) = n. Then for any ordering ξ, Bξ(k, 2) has length n since the length of B(k, 2)

is the binomial coefficient C(k + 2, 2).

Then the coarse lower bound above is given by just looking at the 2k−1 unique ways to

form Bξ(k, 2) and applying Proposition 6.3. �

We will show next that the big subshift Σ is not topologically transitive and that the

“small subshift” whose language is ∩ξL (Σξ) consists of only the two fixed points and the

orbits of the points a∞.ba∞ and b∞.ab∞.

Lemma 6.5. (1) There are orderings ξ and ξ′ of the Pascal graph such that Bξ(3, 3) =

a(ab)9b and Bξ′(3, 3) = b(ba)9a. (2) For every ordering ξ and every x, y ≥ 0, the basic block

Bξ(x, y) does not contain both (ab)9 and (ba)9.

Proof. To prove (1), we proceed to define the orderings ξ and ξ′ called for in the Lemma.

Define ξ(1, 1) = ξ′(1, 1) = 0, so that Bξ(1, 1) = Bξ′(1, 1) = ab. Further, choose ξ and ξ′ so

that Bξ(2, 1) = Bξ′(2, 1) = aba and Bξ(1, 2) = Bξ′(1, 2) = bab. Continuing, define ξ and

ξ′ so that Bξ(3, 1) = a2ba, Bξ(2, 2) = (ba)3, and Bξ(1, 3) = bab2, while Bξ′(3, 1) = aba2,

Bξ′(2, 2) = (ab)3, and Bξ′(1, 3) = b2ab. Then define ξ(3, 2) = ξ(2, 3) = ξ(3, 3) = 0 (so that

the ordering by ξ is “left-right” at these vertices) and ξ′(3, 2) = ξ′(2, 3) = ξ′(3, 3) = 1 (so

that the ordering by ξ′ is “right-left” at these vertices). We then have Bξ(3, 3) = a(ab)9b

and Bξ′(3, 3) = b(ba)9a. See Figure 17.

To prove (2), we want to focus on strings of alternating a’s and b’s that appear in the

language of Σξ for some ordering ξ of the Pascal graph and hence in a basic block Bξ(x, y)

for some x, y ≥ 0. So we provide a systematic way to ignore subblocks of the Bξ(x, y) that

cannot be used, when Bξ(x, y) is concatenated with Bξ(x− 1, y + 1) or Bξ(x+ 1, y − 1), to
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ξ ξ′

Figure 17. Dashed lines represent minimal edges. Bξ(3, 3) = a(ab)9b and

Bξ′ = b(ba)9a.

create a longer string (ab)j than has been created previously. Specifically, for each x, y ≥ 1

we let QLξ (x, y) (respectively QRξ (x, y)) be the longest string in which a and b alternate that

is a prefix of Bξ(x, y) (respectively suffix of Bξ(x, y)). For example, if Bξ(x, y) = ababa2b,

then QLξ (x, y) = ababa and QRξ (x, y) = ab. We add the new symbol ∗ to our alphabet and

define the “condensed form” of Bξ(x, y) to be Qξ(x, y) = QLξ (x, y) ∗QRξ (x, y). (If the block

Bξ(x, y) is made up entirely of alternating a’s and b’s there is no ∗ in Qξ(x, y).)

We want to show that if ξ is an ordering such that (ab)9 ∈ L (Σξ), then (ba)9 /∈ L (Σξ),

and vice versa; that is, no Bξ(x, y) can ever contain both (ab)9 and (ba)9. We begin with

two observations. The first is that for x ≥ 3, QLξ (x, 1) cannot have length greater than 3.

(Specifically, QLξ (x, 1) can be aba but cannot be any longer.) The same is true for QRξ (x, 1),

and similarly for QLξ (1, y) and QRξ (1, y) for y ≥ 3. The second observation is that if a basic

block B1 has condensed form CL1 ∗ CR1 and a second basic block B2 has condensed form

CL2 ∗CR2 , then the concatenation B1B2 has condensed form CL1 ∗CR2 . Therefore, in order to

determine the highest power of (ab)j that can be formed by a concatenation of any two basic

blocks one needs to look only far enough down to a level n for which the condensed forms of

all the basic blocks Bξ(x, y) with x+ y = n and x, y ≥ 1 contain the symbol *. We can then

determine the highest power of (ab)j in L (Σξ) by considering all possible concatenations

QRξ (i, j)QLξ (k, l) with i+ j = k + l = n and i, j, k, l ≥ 1.

Without loss of generality we assume that Bξ(1, 1) = ab. Then depending on the choice

among the four partial orders on the edges with range in V3 there are the following possi-

bilities for the basic blocks at level 3: Bξ(3, 0) = a, Bξ(2, 1) = a2b or aba, Bξ(1, 2) = ab2

or bab and Bξ(0, 3) = b. It is straightforward to check that for three of the four possible

orderings all the condensed blocks Qξ(x, y) with x+ y = 4 and x, y ≥ 1 necessarily contain

the symbol ∗. Since every basic block at level 4 has length no more than 6, for these three

orderings it is impossible that (ab)9 or (ba)9 is contained within any of these blocks or, since

they all contain a ∗, any of their concatenations. Hence the only way that (ab)9 or (ba)9

could be formed is in the case of the fourth ordering at level 3, when Bξ(2, 1) = aba and

Bξ(1, 2) = bab. In this case the possibilities are Qξ(3, 1) = a∗aba or aba∗a, Qξ(2, 2) = (ab)3
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or (ba)3, and Qξ(1, 3) = bab∗ b or b∗ bab. For each of the 8 possible orderings at the vertices

(x, y) with x+ y = 5 and x, y ≥ 1 the condensed blocks Qξ(x, y) all necessarily contain a ∗.
Therefore 5 is the last level at which we need to look in order to determine which orderings

give rise to either (ab)9 or (ba)9.

The only two blocks on level 5 that could concatenate to give a word of length 18 are

Bξ(3, 2) and Bξ(2, 3), both of length 10. Further, since each of Qξ(3, 2) and Qξ(2, 3) contains

a ∗, the maximum length of QLξ (3, 2), QRξ (3, 2), QLξ (2, 3), QRξ (2, 3) is 9. In order to form

either (ab)9 or (ba)9, we would need both QLξ (3, 2) and QRξ (2, 3) to be of length 9, or both

QRξ (3, 2) and QLξ (2, 3) to be of length 9. In the situation to which we have reduced, there

is exactly one ordering down to level 5 for which both QLξ (3, 2) and QRξ (2, 3) have length 9;

for this ordering Qξ(3, 2) = (ab)4a ∗ a and Qξ(2, 3) = b ∗ b(ab)4. In this case it is possible

to concatenate Bξ(3, 2) and Bξ(2, 3) to form the word (ba)9. However, because these two

blocks contain the longest possible strings of alternating a’s and b’s down to level 5, there

is no way, given this ordering, ever to create the word (ab)9. Similarly, there is exactly one

case for which QRξ (3, 2) and QLξ (2, 3) are of length 9, namely when QRξ (3, 2) = a ∗ a(ba)4

and QLξ (2, 3) = (ba)4b ∗ b. The string (ab)9 can be made with the ordering corresponding

to this case, but (ba)9 cannot. Therefore, any ordering which gives rise to the block (ab)9

cannot also give rise to (ba)9, and vice versa. �

Theorem 6.6. There is no dense orbit in Σ.

Proof. By the Lemma, both of the blocks (ab)9 and (ba)9 are in L (Σ) = ∪ξL (Σξ). But

no sequence in Σ can contain both of these blocks, since any block containing both of them

would have to be a subblock of Bξ(x, y) for some ξ, x, and y. �

Proposition 6.7. The only periodic points in the big subshift (Σ, σ) are the two fixed points

a∞ and b∞.

Proof. Suppose that ω is a periodic sequence. If ω is not one of the two fixed points, then

the runs of a and b in ω are of bounded length: there is r <∞ such that if aj or bj appear in

ω, then j < r. For each ordering ξ the two basic blocks Bξ(2r, 1) and Bξ(1, 2r) each contain

strings of length r of a or b, respectively. If n > 4r, then every basic block Bξ(x, y) with

x+ y = n and x, y ≥ 1, which is a concatenation of basic blocks at level 2r+ 1, contains one

of the basic blocks Bξ(1, 2r) or Bξ(2r, 1) from level 2r + 1. Denote by M the maximum of

the lengths of basic blocks at level 4r. Every block in the language L (Σ) of length greater

than 3M must contain either a basic block of length greater than 1 from level 4r, and hence

aj or bj for some j ≥ r, or one of the strings aM or bM . The later cannot occur since M > r.

Thus no block in ω of length greater than 3M can be in L (Σ), and ω cannot be in Σ unless

it is one of the two fixed points. �
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Lemma 6.8. The small subshift ∩ξΣξ contains the points a∞, b∞, a∞.ba∞, and b∞.ab∞.

Proof. If ξ(x, 1) is not eventually constant, then for every r > 0 there is an x such that

Bξ(x, 1) = aibaj and i, j > r. Then a∞.ba∞ and a∞ are in Σξ.

Suppose then that ξ(x, 1) is eventually constant, say ξ(x, 1) = 0 for all x > K. Then

Bξ(x, 1) = ax−mbam for some m ≤ x and all x > K. The block Bξ(x, 2) is a concatenation

of the blocks Bξ(x− 3, 2), Bξ(x− 2, 1), Bξ(x− 1, 1) and Bξ(x, 1) in some order, each with

multiplicity one. By the the pigeonhole principle it is necessary that either Bξ(x − 2, 1) is

concatenated with Bξ(x−1, 1), or Bξ(x−2, 1) is concatenated with Bξ(x, 1), or Bξ(x−1, 1) is

concatenated with Bξ(x, 1). It follows that for x > K+3 the block ax−m−2bax−2 necessarily

appears in Bξ(x, 2). Letting x tend to infinity shows that a∞.ba∞ and a∞ are in Σξ.

That b∞.ab∞, b∞ ∈ Σξ follows by symmetry. �

Theorem 6.9. The small subshift ∩ξΣξ consists of only the two fixed points and the orbits

of the points a∞.ba∞ and b∞.ab∞.

Proof. We fix the orderings ξ and ξ′ used in Lemma 6.5:

(8)

ξ(1, 1) = ξ′(1, 1) = 0, ξ(1, 2) = ξ′(1, 2) = ξ(2, 1) = ξ′(2, 1) = 1,

ξ(2, 2) = 1, ξ′(2, 2) = 0; ξ(1, 3) = ξ(3, 1) = 0, ξ′(1, 3) = ξ′(3, 1) = 1

for all (x, y) with x+ y ≥ 5, ξ(x, y) = 0;

for all (x, y) with x+ y ≥ 5, ξ′(x, y) = 1.

For notational ease, let Bξ(j, 2) be denoted by Fj , let Bξ(2, k) be denoted by Gk, and let

Bξ(3, 3) = a(ab)9b = H. Likewise, let Bξ′(j, 2) be denoted by F ′j , let Bξ′(2, k) be denoted

by G′k, and let Bξ′(3, 3) = b(ba)9a = H ′. For all j, k ≥ 4,

(9)
Fj = Bξ(j, 2) = aj−1baj−1baj−2baj−3b . . . a4ba3(ba)4

Gk = Bξ(2, k) = (ba)4b3ab4ab5a . . . bk−1abk−1

and

(10)
F ′j = Bξ′(j, 2) = (ab)4a3ba4ba5b . . . baj−1baj−1

G′k = Bξ′(2, k) = bk−1abk−1abk−2abk−3 . . . b5ab4ab3(ab)4.

Note that if y ≤ 1, Bξ(x, y) and Bξ′(x, y) have at most one b; and if x ≤ 1, then each of

these blocks has at most one a.
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We first determine ways that for l > 6, balb may occur in Bξ(x, y), for any (x, y). Because

of the preceding observation, it suffices to consider only x, y ≥ 2 . If x+y ≥ 6, Bξ(x, y) can be

decomposed into a concatenation of Fj , Gk, and H with j, k ≥ 4 as follows. Since ξ(x, y) = 0

for all x + y ≥ 5, Bξ(x, y) = Bξ(x, y − 1)Bξ(x − 1, y). Continue factoring in this manner,

reducing x and y, until each block in the factorization is one of Bξ(3, 3) = H,Bξ(j, 2) = Fj ,

or Bξ(2, k) = Gk, for some j, k ≥ 4. The concatenation that we arrive at must have the

following structure. F4 can be followed only by H. For j > 4, Fj can be followed only by

Fj−1. G4 can be preceded only by H. For k > 4, Gk can be preceded only by Gk−1. Note

that for all k, j ≥ 4 the concatenation GkFj does occur in some Bξ(x, y), for example in

Bξ(j + 1, k + 1).

None of the blocks H,Fj , Gk end with a2; for all l > 2, k ≥ 4, Gk and H do not contain

al. So if l > 6 and balb appears in Bξ(x, y), then the majority of the al portion of balb must

appear within one of the factors Fj of Bξ(x, y) for some j ≥ 4. We can then see that balb

appears in one of only four possible ways:

(1) across a concatenation GkFl+1 for some k ≥ 4,

(2) across a concatenation HFl+1,

(3) across a concatenation Fl+1Fl,

(4) entirely within a block Fj for some j > l.

In the first two cases, the appearance of balb is within the block balbalbal−1b, while in

the second two cases the appearance of balb is within the block balbal−1b. Therefore, balb

appears in any sequence in Σξ only as a subblock of one of the two longer blocks balbalbal−1b

or balbal−1b.

We next determine ways that for l > 6, balb may occur in Bξ′(x, y), for any (x, y). Again,

it suffices to consider only x, y ≥ 2. If x + y ≥ 6, Bξ′(x, y) can be decomposed into a

concatenation of F ′j , G
′
k and H ′ with j, k ≥ 4 as follows. Since ξ′(x, y) = 1 for all x+ y ≥ 5,

Bξ′(x, y) = Bξ′(x− 1, y)Bξ′(x, y− 1). Continue factoring in this manner, reducing x and y,

until each block in the factorization is one of B′ξ(3, 3) = H ′, B′ξ(j, 2) = F ′j , or B′ξ(2, k) = G′k,

for some j, k ≥ 4. The concatenation that we arrive at must have the following structure.

F ′4 can be preceded only by H ′. For j > 4, F ′j can be preceded only by F ′j−1. G′4 can be

followed only by H ′. For k > 4, G′k can be followed only by Gk−1. Note that for all k, j ≥ 4

the concatenation F ′jG
′
k does occur in some Bξ′(x, y), for example, in Bξ′(k + 1, j + 1).

None of the blocks H ′, F ′j , G
′
k begin with a2; for all l > 2, k ≥ 4, G′k and H ′ do not

contain al. So if l > 6 and balb appears in Bξ′(x, y), then the majority of the al portion of

balb must appear within one of the factors F ′j of Bξ′(x, y) for some j ≥ 4. We can then see

that balb appears in one of only four possible ways:
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(1) across a concatenation F ′l+1G
′
k for some k ≥ 4,

(2) across a concatenation F ′l+1H,

(3) across a concatenation F ′lF
′
l+1,

(4) entirely within a block F ′j for some j > l.

In the first case, the appearance of balb is within the block balbalbk−1a for some k ≥ 4, while

in the second case we see that the appearance of balb is within the block balbalb2ab. In the

third case the appearance of balb is within the block bal−1balbab. In the final case if j > l+1

the appearance of balb is within the block bal−1balbal+1b. However, if j = l+ 1, F ′l+1 is not

long enough to gather enough information about how balb is extended to the right and we

must examine which blocks can follow F ′l+1. These are G′k, H
′, and F ′l+2. These give rise

to the longer words balbalbk−1a for some k ≥ 4, balbalb2a, and bal−1balbal+1b, respectively.

Therefore, balb appears in any sequence in Σξ′ only as a subblock of one of these four longer

words. Most significantly, we see that any extension of balb in L (Σξ) will not be in L (Σξ′).

We use a similar argument to determine ways that, for l > 6, abla may occur in any

Bξ(x, y) with x, y ≥ 2. We find that abla appears in any sequence in Σξ only at the end of

the longer block abl−1ablabla or as a subblock of abl−1abla.

Similarly, for l > 6, abla may occur in Bξ′(x, y) for x, y ≥ 2 only as a subblock of one

of the four longer blocks baj−1blablabl−1 for some j ≥ 4, ba2blablabl−1a, babablabl−1a, or

abl+1ablabl−1a. Most significantly, we see that any extension of abla in L (Σξ) will not be

in L (Σξ′).

Let ω ∈ Σξ ∩ Σξ′ and suppose that ω is not in the orbit of any of the sequences

a∞, b∞, a∞.ba∞, b∞.ab∞.

We will show that then a block balb or abla with l > 6 appears in ω, contradicting what

was just established above.

Since ω = . . . ω−2ω−1.ω0ω1 . . . is not in one of the four special orbits listed above, there

are at least three distinct values of i for which ωi 6= ωi+1, say for i1 < i2 < i3; in other

words, ω contains at least 3 “switches” from a to b or vice versa. Let S = ωi1 . . . ωi3+1

be such a block which contains exactly three switches, so that S has the form bambna or

abnamb for some m,n ≥ 1. Let D = ωi1−100 . . . ωi1 . . . ωi3+101; in other words, D extends in

ω to the left and the right of the three places i1, i2, i3, where switches are known to occur,

by 100 entries. In addition, let E be the subblock of ω that extends D by 20 letters to the

left and 20 letters to the right. Since E ∈ L (Σξ), there is a block Bξ(x, y) that contains

E (with x, y ≥ 2, since otherwise Bξ(x, y) contains only two switches). Moreover, the block

H does not appear in ω, so E does not contain the entirety of H as a subblock. Therefore,
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when Bξ(x, y) is written according to the above scheme as a concatenation of H,Fj , Gk for

certain choices of j, k ≥ 4, the portion of Bξ(x, y) containing D does not overlap any part

of an appearance of H in the factorization (meaning that the intervals of indices of Bξ(x, y)

at which any copies of D and H appear are disjoint). In other words, D is contained in

its entirety within concatenations of the blocks Fj and Gk according to the structure given

above.

Consider the factorization of Bξ(x, y) as described above, with j, k ≥ 4. The block

S = ωi1 . . . ωi3+1 must overlap some blocks Fj and Gk of the factorization, and this can

happen only with j, k ≥ 8. This is because F7 can appear in any sequence in Σξ only as

part of the string F7F6F5F4H; but we know that D does not overlap any portion of H,

and the length of F7F6F5F4 is 100. Similarly, S cannot overlap F6, F5, or F4. And if S

overlaps a block Gk of the factorization, it must happen with k ≥ 8, since G7 can occur in

any sequence in Σξ only at the end of a string HG4G5G6G7, which also has length 100; and

similarly for G6, G5, and G4.

As mentioned above, S is either of the form bambna or abnamb. If either m or n is greater

than 6, then balb or abla, with l > 6, appears in S, a subblock of D, a subblock of ω.

Suppose that both m,n < 7 and S overlaps Fj for some j ≥ 8 or S overlaps Gk for

some k ≥ 8. Then inspection of the blocks Fj and Gk with j, k ≥ 8 shows that S must

necessarily overlap the suffix of Fj of length 45, or the prefix of length 45 of Gk, or both,

for some j, k ≥ 8. However, if S overlaps the last 45 entries of an appearance of a block Fj

with j ≥ 8, then the block ba7b appears in the block ωi1−45 . . . ωi1 . Similarly, if S overlaps

the first 45 entries of an appearance of a block Gk with k ≥ 8, then the block ab7a appears

in the block ωi3+1 . . . ωi3+45. Thus at least one of the blocks ba7b or ab7a appears in ω.

We conclude that it is impossible that any ω ∈ Σξ ∩ Σξ′ is not in the orbit of one of the

sequences a∞, b∞, a∞.ba∞, b∞.ab∞. �

7. Remarks, Examples, Questions

Question 7.1. Is coding orbits by the first edge also essentially faithful for every ordering

of the Pascal diagram? In other words, under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6, is the coding

of γ by initial segments of length 1 not the same as the coding of γ′ by initial segments of

length 1?

Example 7.2. It is possible to assign an ordering to the Pascal graph in such a way that

there are uncountably many minimal paths. It suffices to find a binary tree embedded in

the graph, for then we can define the ordering in such a way that all edges in the tree

are minimal, the other edges to vertices in the tree are maximal, and the orderings at
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remaining vertices are assigned arbitrarily. Let the tree include the vertex (0, 0) at level 0

and nonintersecting paths to vertices (3, 0) and (1, 2) at level 3.

Continue inductively as follows. Suppose that n ≥ 2 and the tree from level 0 to level

2n−1 contains every other vertex at level 2n−1 and no other vertices at that level or at higher

levels. (If these vertices are labeled v0 = (2n−1, 0), v1 = (2n−2, 1), . . . , v2n−1 = (0, 2n−1),

we are including v0, v2, . . . , v2n−2.) Extend the tree to contain 2n nonintersecting paths

from these vertices to every fourth vertex at level 2n+1−2. Then from each of these vertices

at level 2n+1 − 2 extend two paths to form nonintersecting paths to every other vertex at

level 2n+1.

We can simultaneously embed another dyadic tree which shares no edges with the first

tree—if necessary, spread out the construction of the first tree even more. Then declaring

that all edges in the second tree are maximal will produce an ordering for which there are

uncountably many maximal paths as well as uncountably many minimal paths.

Question 7.3. We do not know whether it is possible for an ordering to have countably

many maximal paths and uncountably many minimal paths, or vice versa. (But no ordering

on the Pascal graph can have only finitely many maximal or minimal paths, since from each

vertex there is a unique path up to the root consisting entirely of maximal (or entirely of

minimal) edges.)

Question 7.4. We are interested in asymptotic estimates of the complexity function pξ(n)

which counts the number of n-blocks seen in the 1-codings of all sequences in the adic

system (X,Tξ) on the Pascal graph with a fixed ordering ξ. It is known [23] that for the

ordinary Pascal system, determined by ξ ≡ 0, p0(n) ∼ n3/6. Can some orderings produce

asymptotically larger or smaller complexity functions? If orderings are chosen at random,

for example by independent choices at each vertex of 0 with some probability q ∈ (0, 1) and

1 with probability 1− q, what is the expected asymptotic complexity of the set of resulting

codings?

Question 7.5. Our proofs of Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 4.2 depend heavily on particular

properties of the Pascal graph. Exactly which properties are needed for these arguments

to work? For some important dynamical properties (essential expansiveness, topological

weak mixing, . . . ) could there be corresponding classes of Bratteli diagrams for which the

properties hold for all adic transformations determined by all orderings?
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